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ABSTRACT
A convolutional neural network (CNN) model represents a crucial
piece of intellectual property in many applications. Revealing its
structure or weights would leak confidential information. In this paper we present novel reverse-engineering attacks on CNNs running
on a hardware accelerator, where an adversary can feed inputs to
the accelerator and observe the resulting off-chip memory accesses.
Our study shows that even with data encryption, the adversary can
infer the underlying network structure by exploiting the memory
and timing side-channels. We further identify the information leakage on the values of weights when a CNN accelerator performs
dynamic zero pruning for off-chip memory accesses. Overall, this
work reveals the importance of hiding off-chip memory access
pattern to truly protect confidential CNN models.
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INTRODUCTION

Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are quickly becoming an
essential tool in a wide range of machine learning applications.
In many application scenarios, CNN models — both its network
structure and learnable parameters (i.e., weights) — need to be
protected as confidential information: (1) for companies that rely
on a CNN to provide a core or value-added service, the underlying
neural network model represents an important piece of intellectual
property; (2) in personalized applications such as digital assistants,
CNN models are trained using private data, and the weights need to
be kept confidential for privacy [13]; (3) furthermore, recent studies
on the adversarial network show that an attacker can intentionally
affect the outcome of CNN-based classification and object detection
by perturbing input images when the network model is known [5].
This paper investigates reverse-engineering attacks on CNN
models exploiting information leaks through memory and timing
side-channels. Specifically, we study attacks on a hardware accelerator that is protected by secure processor techniques similar to the
scheme used in Intel SGX [2]. In this setting, an adversary can feed
inputs to a protected computation and observe off-chip accesses,
but cannot observe or change the computation and the internal
state. Surprisingly, we show that an adversary can effectively reverse engineer both the structure and the weights of an encrypted
CNN model running on a hardware accelerator that performs the inference (i.e., forward propagation). Because the CNN states (feature
maps) and parameters (weights) are often quite large, it is impractical to hold all feature maps, weights, and intermediate results in the
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Figure 1: A typical CNN inference accelerator.
on-chip memory of an accelerator. As a result, CNN accelerators
typically store feature maps and weights in off-chip memory and
access them as needed. Even if data values are encrypted, memory
access patterns reveal which memory locations are accessed and
whether each access is a read or a write. In this study, we show
that the memory access patterns expose key parameters of the network structure such as the number of layers, input/output sizes
of each layer, the size of filters, data dependencies among layers,
etc. Given this information, an attacker can infer a small set of
possible network structures by further considering the execution
time of a CNN accelerator, which indicates the amount of computation. In our experiments, we demonstrate the proposed attack by
reversing engineering the structures of two popular CNN models
in AlexNet [9] and SqueezeNet [8].
In addition to revealing the network structure, this study shows
that the memory access patterns also leak information on weight
values when dynamic zero pruning is used for off-chip memory
accesses. The optimization is based on the observation that the
feature maps from the intermediate layers of a CNN model contain
a large number of zeros. Recent studies in [1, 11, 12] have shown
that these feature maps can be compressed in DRAM by only storing
non-zero values and the associated indices to significantly reduce
the memory bandwidth usage. Unfortunately, this optimization
leaks the number of zero-valued pixels pruned by the activation
function, which can be leveraged to infer the ratio between each
weight and the bias value. To the best of our knowledge, this paper
represents the first study on reverse engineering of convolutional
neural network models on hardware accelerators, especially in
the context of exploiting the side channel through memory access
patterns.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 defines
the assumed threat model; Sections 3 and 4 present two reverseengineering attacks on the structure and the weights of a CNN
model and evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed attacks; Section 5 discusses the related work, and Section 6 concludes the paper.
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THREAT MODEL

Figure 1 shows a typical CNN inference accelerator architecture
that is used in this study. In order to fit the input feature maps (IFMs)
and filters in the on-chip buffers, IFMs and filters are partitioned
into small tiles. Then, the convolution operation is performed over
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Figure 2: Threat model.
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Table 1: Assumptions for each attack – Y: Yes; y: only write
accesses need to be visible; N: No; (/): not applicable.

all the tiles sequentially. For each tile, the accelerator receives instructions from the host CPU, reads an IFM tile and corresponding
weights from an off-chip DRAM into on-chip buffers, performs
matrix multiplications and accumulations in the processing element (PE) array, and store the intermediate results back to on-chip
buffers. After computing over all tiles, the accelerator combines the
intermediate results and writes an output feature map (OFM) back
to DRAM after activation and pooling. The shared cache between
the accelerator and CPU is not considered as part of the architecture.
The reasons are threefold: (1) the data locality has been exploited
by the on-chip buffers; (2) the shared cache is not able to hold all
feature maps (FMAPs) and weights; (3) using shared cache to store
FMAPs and weights can significantly degrade the performance of
other applications, which are sharing the cache. The FMAPs and
weights are typically stored in DRAM, while the intermediate results are kept in on-chip buffers. After finishing the computation of
all layers in a forward-propagation fashion, the accelerator returns
the probabilities of each class as the classification result.
Figure 2 illustrates the threat model, which captures the common
protection capabilities provided by today’s secure processor technologies such as Intel SGX [2]. The internal operations and state
of the CNN accelerator cannot be directly observed or changed
by an adversary. The CNN accelerator encrypts feature maps (input/output of each layer) and weights in DRAM so that their values
are protected. However, the adversary can control inputs to the
accelerator and observe the address and the type (read or write) for
each off-chip memory access. The above threat model represents
what is typically employed for today’s secure processors and the
level of protection that can be implemented with low overhead. For
example, Intel SGX is designed to provide an isolated and protected
execution environment for a security-critical program, even when
an operating system is untrusted or a system is physically exposed.
In such systems, the internal operations and state of a program are
protected, although inputs and outputs are still exposed to an adversary. Memory accesses can be directly observed through physical
probing of a memory bus or inserting hardware Trojan. A compromised OS can also observe memory accesses through side channels
such as page faults and cache conflicts [17] or by repeated reading
memory to detect changes [10].
The objective of the reverse-engineering attacks studied in this
paper is to construct a duplicated CNN model that has comparable
accuracy to the target model by observing the hardware accelerator.
This paper studies two different reverse-engineering attacks on
CNNs. The first attack aims to reverse engineer a network structure
(Section 3). The second attack aims to find weight values (Section 4).
Table 1 lists the assumptions made by each attack.
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Structure
(Section 3)

Layer parameter
WI F M /O F M
D I F M /O F M

Definition
Width of the input/output feature map
Depth of the input/output feature map

Fconv/pool
Sconv/pool
Pconv/pool

Width of the conv/pooling filter
Stride of the conv/pooling filter
Number of pixels padded in the conv/pooling layer

P

Indicate the existence of the pooling layer

Table 2: Parameters to define a CNN structure.

3.1

Attack Methodology

In order to construct a neural network, an adversary needs to know
the number of layers, parameters for each layer, and connections
among layers. A typical CNN uses a simple sequential connection
only between consecutive layers. More recent proposal [7] introduces an additional bypass connection among layers.
We show that memory access patterns relatively easily reveal the
overall layer structure through read-after-write (RAW) dependency.
During the CNN inference, the RAW dependency on FMAPs must
be preserved by the accelerator, regardless of its micro-architecture
details and data reuse strategies. The OFMs are written by a preceding layer and is read as the IFMs by the following layer. Since
FMAPs are stored off-chip, this RAW dependency is reflected in
the memory trace and visible to the adversary as a write followed
by a read on the same memory address. These RAW dependencies
can be used by the adversary to identify the boundary as well as
the connections between layers. More concretely, the beginning of
a new convolutional/fully connected layer is revealed by the first
read access on a memory address that was previously written.
Once the layer boundaries are identified, the adversary needs
to further reverse engineer the key parameters of each layer. The
first step towards this goal is to distinguish memory accesses to
filters, IFM, and OFM. Since the filters are read-only and not updated during the inference, the adversary can differentiate memory
accesses to filters from those accessing FMAPs. The read/write
operations on IFM and OFM can also be distinguished since they
have different access patterns. During the computation within a
layer, memory locations holding OFM will only be written, typically once. In contrast, if the adversary observes a read access on
an address written in the previous layer before, this read must be
for IFM. FMAPs and filters are stored as arrays in memory, which
means that each is stored in its own contiguous memory locations.
Therefore, an adversary can infer the sizes of IFM (SIZ E I F M ), OFM
(SIZ EO F M ), and filters (SIZ E F LT R ) of each layer by observing the
memory locations accessed for each data structure within a layer.
So far, we have shown that the memory access pattern of a
CNN accelerator reveals the number of layers, data dependencies
(connections) among layers, the size of the IFM, OFM, and filters
for each layer in the target CNN model. However, not all operations

STRUCTURE REVERSE ENGINEERING

In this section, we discuss how a convolutional neural network
structure can be identified based on the memory access patterns.
2

in the neural network are explicitly revealed by the memory access
pattern. For example, a CNN performs an activation operation
after each convolution followed by an optional pooling operation.
These three operations are often merged and performed together
as a single layer in CNN accelerator for efficiency. As a result,
the internal outputs of these three operations are invisible to the
adversary.
There are 11 structural parameters that the adversary needs
to determine for each layer in order to fully define the network
structure, as listed in Table 2. The problem of identifying each layer
structure can be formulated as solving the 11 integer parameters
with the following equations:

WO F M =

S I Z E I F M = WI2F M × D I F M

(1)

S I Z EO F M = WO2 F M × D O F M

(2)

2
S I Z E F LT R = Fconv
× DI F M ×
(WI F M −Fconv +Pconv )
+ 1 + (Ppool
S conv

Spool

DO F M
− Fpool ) × P

Spool × P + P̄
WI F M
S conv ≤ Fconv ≤
2
(WI F M − Fconv + P I F M )
+1
≤ Fpool ≤
S conv
Pconv < Fconv
Ppool < Fpool

Networks
# of layers
# of possible structures

LeNet

ConvNet

AlexNet

SqueezeNet

4
9

4
6

8
24

18
9

Table 3: Possible structures for different networks.

Figure 3: Memory access pattern of the FPGA accelerator.

(3)
+P

(4)

by training and comparing the accuracy. Algorithm 1 summarizes
the overall structure reverse-engineering attack procedure.

(5)

Algorithm 1 Steps to uncover the possible CNN structures
1:

(6)
(7)

2:

(8)

Equations (1)-(3) are derived from the size of the FMAPs and
weights revealed by the memory access patterns. Equation (4) expresses the relationship between the width of IFM and OFM. The
inequalities are based on the following practical considerations.
First, Fconv and Fpool should be no less than the stride to cover
all the pixels in IFM. Otherwise, some pixels in IFM are not connected with the weights and become redundant. Second, the filters
should be smaller compared to the width of IFM. Lastly, Pconv and
Ppool should be smaller than Fconv and Fpool respectively because
the convolutional/pooling filter operating on zero-valued pixels is
equivalent to adding zero-padding for the next layer.
In our threat model, the adversary also has the knowledge of
input and output of the accelerator which reveals the WI F M and
D I F M of the first layer and the DO F M of the last layer. Although
there is no previous write on the IFM of the first layer, the SIZ E I F M
can be calculated using Equation 1 and thus distinguished from the
weights. Moreover, the WO F M of the last layer is one since there is
exactly one score for each class. With these additional constraints,
adversary can enumerate all possible parameters that satisfy Equation (1)-(8) for the first layer and feed the possible WO F M and
DO F M as the constraints for the second layer. Through enumerating possible parameters layer-by-layer, the network structure is the
combination of possible configurations of each layer.
In order to further reduce the number of possible structures,
the execution time of each layer is measured by recording the
number of clock cycles between the boundaries and introduced
as an additional constraint. The number of MAC operations of a
specific layer can be computed with the layer parameters (# of MACs
2
= WO2 F M × DO F M × Fconv
× D I F M ). Given that the inference of
most CNN models is compute-bound, we assume that the execution
time is roughly proportional to the number of MAC operations.
Thus, the execution time ratio between layers should be consistent
with the ratio of MAC operations for the correct configuration.
Once a small number of candidate structures are identified through
the reverse engineering, an adversary can pick the best structure

3:
4:
5:

3.2

Identify layer boundaries by observing the RAW dependency
on FMAPs
Record the execution time of each layer and calculate the
SIZ E I F M , SIZ EO F M , and SIZ E F LT R based on the memory access pattern
Find possible configurations for each layer with the constraints
stated in Equations (1)-(8)
Filter out the configurations where the number of MAC operations and the execution time do not match
List valid combination of layers as possible structure which
satisfies (WO F Mi = WI F Mi +1 ) ∧ (DO F Mi = D I F Mi +1 )

Case Studies

To evaluate the proposed structure reverse-engineering attack,
we performed case studies on popular CNN models: an 8-layer
AlexNet [9] and a more recent 18-layer SqueezeNet [8]. We also
studied other smaller networks such as LeNet and ConvNet. The
number of possible structures identified by the proposed attack is
summarized in Table 3.
We implemented an FPGA accelerator for AlexNet using Vivado
HLS and performed the attack by inserting a hardware Trojan to
collect the memory trace of the accelerator. The layer boundaries
are identified by observing the RAW dependency on FMAPs, as depicted in Figure 3. Table 4 lists the possible configurations for each
layer in AlexNet. A total of 24 valid combinations are uncovered
by applying the proposed method on the FPGA prototype. A pooling layer, if exists, is considered as part of the convolutional layer.
AlexNet consists of five CONV layers and three FC layers. The FC
layers are not listed in the Table 4 because they use the largest
possible filter size (WI2F M × D I F M × DO F M ) and always have a
unique configuration with respect to the Equations (1)-(8). The original AlexNet structure consists of CONV 11 , CONV 21 , CONV 31 ,
CONV 4, and CONV 51 . The top-1 validation accuracies of 24 possible structures are shown in Figure 4. The original AlexNet achieves
the fourth highest accuracy (57.3%). The attack also found three
other network structure, which are slightly different from the original AlexNet and have higher accuracy. The best structure achieves
12.3% higher accuracy than the worst one, showing the importance
of a good network structure.
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WI F M

DI F M

WO F M

DO F M

Fconv

Sconv

Pconv

Fpool

Spool

Ppool

227
227
27
27
13
26
13
13
13
13
13
13
13

3
3
96
96
256
64
384
384
384
384
384
384
384

27
27
13
26
13
13
13
6
12
3
3
3
4

96
96
256
64
384
384
384
256
64
1024
1024
1024
576

11
11
5
10
3
6
3
3
6
3
3
3
2

4
4
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
1

1
2
2
4
1
2
1
1
2
0
0
1
0

3
4
3
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
3
N/A
2
4
3
3

2
2
2
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
2
N/A
2
1
2
3

0
0
0
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
0
N/A
0
0
0
0

Validation accuracy (%)

Layer
CONV 11
CONV 12
CONV 21
CONV 22
CONV 31
CONV 32
CONV 4
CONV 51
CONV 52
CONV 53
CONV 54
CONV 55
CONV 56

Table 4: Possible AlexNet layer configurations – N/A indicates that there is no pooling operation.
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58.8
57.9

57.7

57.3

57.1

57

55.3

54.9

54.2

bypass path introduces extra RAW dependency across non-adjacent
layers. The easiest way of implementing this bypass function is
to wait until two OFMs from two paths are both ready, then load
them from memory and perform the element-wise additions. This
method is adopted by Caffe and TensorFlow. In both frameworks, a
separate element-wise layer is introduced to realize the bypass function. Assuming that the CNN accelerator follows the same strategy,
the bypass path can also be detected from the RAW dependency in
memory accesses.
We performed the proposed attack on SqueezeNet, and found
that there are nine possible configurations for CONV1 layer, 12
possible configurations for the fire modules, and two possible configurations for the CONV10 layer. Theoretically, there exists 329
valid combinations, which makes it expensive to test all valid combinations to identify the network structure. However, large CNNs
are typically constructed in a modular fashion, where the same
building block is reused in order to reduce the complexity. If we
assume that the structures of all fire module are identical, there
exists only one valid configuration for the fire module and CONV10
layer. The number of possible CNN structure candidates is reduced
to nine. This example shows that the number of possible structures
does not necessarily grow exponentially with the number of layers.
The time to search for the best network structure among the
possible candidates can be reduced by using short training to
quickly filter out unpromising candidates with low classification
accuracy. For example, CNN training is often performed using
many epochs, where one epoch goes through the entire training
dataset once. Figure 5 shows the accuracy of possible candidates for
SqueezeNet when only three epochs were used for training. The
original SqueezeNet proposed using around 70 epochs for training.
There is a significant difference in accuracy among the structure
candidates even with a small number of epochs, suggesting that
unpromising network structures can be quickly filtered out.

48.9

49.8

52

50.9

54

Original SqueezeNet architecture

Figure 5: The top-5 validation accuracy of nine possible
structures for SqueezeNet.

52.7

53.8

56

54.6

56.9

Other possible network structures
Original AlexNet structure

58

46.5

Top-1 validation accuracy (%)

60

0.3

Possible AlexNet structures

Figure 4: Top-1 validation accuracy among 24 possible structures for AlexNet.
In addition to AlexNet, we also studied reverse engineering of
a more recent state-of-art CNN structure. Compared to AlexNet,
two new trends emerged in network structure designs in the past
few years. GoogLeNet [16] proposed concatenating multiple convolution filters with different Fconv as a module and using this
module repeatedly to form the network. ResNet [7] introduced a
bypass connection between two non-adjacent layers. SqueezeNet
adopted both of these structural changes and achieves an accuracy
comparable to that of AlexNet while using 50x less weights.
We use SqueezeNe as an example to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed attack on a more recent network. SqueezeNet
consists of two CONV layers and eight fire modules and each fire
module is made of concatenating one 1x1 and two 3x3 convolutional
filters. The 1x1 CONV layer uses small DO F M to squeeze the size of
FMAPs. The OFM of the 1x1 CONV layer feeds into two 3x3 CONV
layers in parallel and the OFMs of the two following layers are concatenated along the depth dimension as the final OFM of the fire
module. Compared to normal feed-through structure, SqueezeNet
also introduces three bypass paths connecting non-adjacent fire
modules. The bypass path is combined with the feed-through path
by applying element-wise additions on the OFMs.
To our best knowledge, there is no accelerator design that uses
dedicated hardware for the fire module because it can be implemented using existing CONV layer accelerators. The three CONV
layers will be executed sequentially. The IFM is convolved with 1x1
CONV filter1 first and the OFM of this 1x1 convolution is then convoluted with 1x1 and 3x3 CONV filters in series. Assuming that the
three convolution operations are executed sequentially on a CNN
accelerator, the adversary can observe the RAW dependency between layers which reveals the structure of the fire module. Instead
of having RAW dependency between the neighboring layers, the
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REVERSE ENGINEERING WEIGHTS
EXPLOITING ZERO PRUNING

In this section, we introduce an attach to obtain information on
weights when an optimization technique is used to prune zeros in
FMAPs. This attack also exploits information leaks through memory
access patterns of the CNN accelerator. However, only the write
accesses need to be observable for the attack.
In recent years, multiple CNN accelerator designs observed that
the ReLU function leads to a large number of zeros in the feature
maps and proposed to dynamically prune those zeros [1, 11, 12].

1 N × N filter is an abbreviation of N × N × D
O F M filter. And N × N convolution
stands for performing convolution with N × N × D O F M filter.
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(w · x H + b ⩽ 0) ∧ (w · x L + b > 0)

(a) 1x1 CONV with stride 1.

Then (x H + x L )/2 can be estimated to be the input that produces
zero (y = 0), which we subsequently refer to as a zero crossing
point. It can be used to approximate the value of b/w.
Figure 6b illustrates the general case of applying a n × n CONV
filter on an IFM (WI F M > 2n). The number of connections between each pixel and the weights is shown in the IFM. Having a
connection with the weight w i ,j means that pixel contributes to
the corresponding output pixel yi ,j . For instance, pixel x 0,0 at the
top-left corner is only connected with w 0 ,0 and contributes to y0,0
whereas pixel x 1,0 is connected with w 0 ,0 and w 1 ,0 , contributing
to both y0,0 and y1,0 . x n,n , which is a pixel on the nth column and
row, is connected with all n 2 weights in the 2-D filter.
As the weights closer to the corner contributes to a less numbers
of output pixels, we can iteratively find the ratio between each
filter weight and the bias2 . For example, performing a binary search
on x 0,0 reveals the approximate value of b/w 0 ,0 . Then, a search
on x 1,0 while setting all other pixels to zero gives two regions
where the number of zero-valued outputs changes between 0 and 2.
Each one of these zero-crossing points is the approximate value of
b/w 0 ,0 or b/w 1 ,0 . Given that b/w 0 ,0 is already known, an attacker
can determine which value corresponds to b/w 1 ,0 . Algorithm 2
describes the proposed method for discovering all b/w i, j on the
same 2-D plane. Note that, if w i ,j = 0, no x 0 and x 1 will satisfy
Equation (9) which means no zero-crossing point can be found
during the search. Therefore, zero-valued weights can be identified
from missing zero-crossing points.

(b) n × n CONV with stride 1.

Figure 6: 1x1 and n × n convolution.
Such zero pruning technique is shown to be quite effective, reducing convolution operations by 40% on average without affecting the
classification accuracy. The zero pruning also reduces the number
of memory accesses by only writing and reading non-zero values,
for example using a run-length encoding. However, the dynamic
zero pruning reveals the number of zeros in OFM. An adversary
who can observe memory accesses can detect when the number
of zeros changes. We show that this dynamic behavior leaks information about the weights of the CNN model. The adversary
cannot precisely recover all weights, but can recover substantial
information so that each weight can be expressed as a function of
one bias value.

4.1

(9)

Attack Methodology

In a CNN accelerator, different inputs lead to a different number of
non-zero pixels in the OFM of each layer. With the dynamic zero
pruning, the adversary can observe the changes in the number of
non-zero pixels in OFM. If the activation function f maps negative
values to zero as in ReLU, the change in the number of zeros in OFM
actually reveals when a pixel crosses the zero boundary. The value
of each pixel y in OFM can be expressed as a function of
Í the value of
pixels x in IFM, weights w, and a bias b, that is y = f ( i w i · x i +b).
Therefore, if an adversary can slowly change the pixel values in
IFM and observe the number of zeros in OFM, the adversary can
effectively
find out when the value of a pixel in OFM becomes zero
Í
( i w i · x i +b = 0). If the adversary can find out which pixel is zero,
then one can write a set of linear equations for w i and b given that
the values of input x i are known.
Unfortunately, the dynamic zero pruning only leaks the number
of zero-valued pixels in OFM while the exact locations of those
pixels along W , H , and D dimensions remain unknown. To solve
the problem, an adversary can provide carefully crafted inputs to
the accelerator. Reverse engineering the weights of 1x1 CONV, 2x2
CONV, and FC layers are more straightforward compared to the
general case with a larger filter (Fconv > 2). We first illustrate our
approach using a special case when Fconv = 1. Then, the approach
is extended to work with any CONV filter size.
Figures 6a shows an example where a 3 × 3 IFM is convolved
with a 1 × 1 filter. In the 1x1 convolution, a single weight is shared
by all WI F M × H I F M pixels on the same 2-D plane. In other words,
the product of any pixel in IFM and the weight only affect one pixel
in the corresponding OFM. This relationship can be expressed by
yi, j = x i, j ·w +b. Thus, for a 1x1 CONV layer, an adversary can vary
the value of one specific pixel in IFM (denoted as a variable x) and
set all other pixels to be 0 as depicted in Figure 6a. By monitoring the
number of non-zeros in OFM, the adversary can easily determine if
w · x + b > 0 holds for a given x. Through a binary search on the
value of x, the adversary will be able to find a maximum x H and a
minimum x L , which satisfy:

Algorithm 2 Reverse engineering CNN weights
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

for i = 0 to Fconv − 1 do
for j = 0 to Fconv − 1 do
Set all inputs except x i, j to zero.
Find (x H + x L )/2 values where the number of non-zero
output pixels change (zero crossing points).
Set the new zero-crossing point as b/w i, j .
end for
end for

A convolutional layer may be followed by a maximum or average
pooling layer. These two layers are usually merged in a CNN accelerator to avoid unnecessary off-chip memory accesses. Without
the pooling layer, varying x 1,0 while keeping other inputs to be
zero leads to two zero-crossing points. However, when there is a
max pooling layer where a 2x2 pooling window is concatenated
with a n × n CONV layer, the search on x 1,0 only gives one zerocrossing point because both non-zero outputs are replaced by the
same maximum value of w 0,0 · x 1,0 and w 1,0 · x 1,0 . If w 1,0 < w 0,0 ,
this zero-crossing point corresponds to b/w 0,0 . In order to also find
b/w 1,0 , we need to keep both x 0,0 and x 1,0 as non-zero variables as
in the following equation:
(

y0,0 = max w 0,0 · x 0,0 + w 1,0 · x 1,0 , w 0,0 · x 1,0
(10)
y1,0 = w 0,0 · x 1,0 + b
Given that the b/w 0 ,0 has already been inferred, the attacker can
find the value for x 1,0 which satisfies y1,0 ≤ 0. Then performing
binary search on x 0 ,0 to find the zero crossing point for w 0,0 ·
2 The

5

same bias is shared by all the weights in one filter.

even an efficient hardware implementation [3] of the state-of-theart ORAM algorithm [15] significantly increases the number of
memory accesses, and likely to result in significant overhead for
the CNN inference, which is a memory-intensive task.
Membership inference attack [14] proposed constructing shadow
models to identify whether a input belongs to the original training
dataset or not. This attack relies on training the shadow models
when the network structure is already known. The proposed structure reverse-engineering attack can be used to enable such attacks.

6
Figure 7: Weight/Bias ratio of the CONV1 layer in AlexNet.
−x 1 ,0
b
=
. This modified
w 1 ,0
1 + x 0 ,0 ·w 0 ,0 /b
algorithm can be generalized to be compatible with any k × k
max pooling window. With a 2x2 average pooling layer, the same
approach can be applied with the modified equation in Equation (11)
−bx 1 ,0
and b/w 1 ,0 can be expressed with
.
2b + x 0 ,0 ·w 0 ,0
(
0, 0 ·x 0, 0 +b
y0,0 = w 1, 0 ·x 1, 0 +b+w
4
(11)
w 0, 0 ·x 1, 0 +b
y1,0 =
4

x 0,0 + w 1,0 · x 1,0 + b gives
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Case Study

We demonstrate the proposed attack on the first layer of a compressed AlexNet model [6], which contains zero-valued weights.
The inferred w/b of all 96 filters are shown in Figure 7. The zerovalued weights are detected and the maximum difference between
the inferred and the original ratio is less than 2−10 .
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The proposed attack on the dynamic zero pruning scheme allows each weight to be expressed as a function of the bias. This
significantly reduces the entropy in weights as only the bias is left
to be unknown. This unknown bias cannot be determined only
from the information leak through the number of non-zero pixels.
The changes in the number of non-zero pixels in OFM provides
n2 unique equalities, one for each pixel for a n × n convolutional
filter. Yet, there exists n2 + 1 variables for the filter (n 2 weights
and one bias value). In order to determine the exact weights and
the bias, an adversary needs to leverage additional information.
For example, recent accelerator designs [1, 12] proposed to use a
tunable threshold function in place of the ReLU function in order to
prune more pixels with small values and thus improves efficiency.
However, if this non-zero threshold value is known and can be
adjusted, an adversary can set the input to be all zeros and vary
the threshold to find the bias values. Since the ratio between each
weight and bias is known, this optimization enables an adversary
to fully recover the weight and bias values.

4.2

CONCLUSION

This paper studies potential vulnerabilities in CNN accelerators in
the context of stealing a CNN model. The study shows that both
the network structure and weights of a CNN model can be revealed
through the memory access patterns and the input/output of the
accelerator even when no internal access is allowed and all offchip data are encrypted. Our findings highlight the need for hiding
memory access patterns for CNN accelerators. The study also shows
that performance optimization can lead to an unexpected security
vulnerability and needs to be carefully reviewed.

RELATED WORK

While this work represents the first concrete study on exploiting
information leaks through memory access patterns in the context
of reverse engineering CNNs, hiding information leaks through
memory access patterns in general is a well-studied problem. In
particular, oblivious RAM (ORAM) algorithms [4] provide a strong
theoretical guarantee for obfuscating the memory accesses. ORAM
can be used to prevent attacks proposed in this paper. However,
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